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Foreword

The stunning changes in the complexion of international politics that began
late in the decade of the 1980s and continue today will profoundly affect the
American military establishment as a whole, and the US Air Force in particular.
Decisions about the future course of the military will be made in the early part
of the 1990s which will essentially determine the course of the US Air Force well
into the next century. Decisions of such imporlance require thoughtful con-
sideration of all points of view.

This report Is one in a special series of CADRE Papers which address many of
the issues that decision makers must consider when undertaking such momen-
tous decisions. The list of subjects addressed in this special series is by no means
exhaustive, and the treatment of each subject is certainly not definitive. However,
the Papers do treat topics of considerable importance to the future of the US Air
Force, treat them with care and originality, and provide valuable insights.

We believe this special series of CADRE Papers can be of considerable value to
policymakers at all levels as they plan for the US Air Force and its role in the
so-called postcontainment environment.

DENNIS M. DREW. Col, USAF
Director
Airpower Research Institute
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Executive Summary

Current trends in the international political arena, combined with fiscal
constraints at home, are pointing toward a significant change in US defense
policy. With the drawdown of conventional forces and forward deployed units,
US defense interests abroad will increasingly rely on the armed forces of other
nations. As witnessed in the recent Persian Gulf crisis, maintenance of vital US
strategic interests hinges upon the development of social, economic, political, and
military institutions favorable tc nur foreign policy objectives. The overall military
role in this effort is termed foreign internal defense (FID). As a primary mission
of the US Special Operations Command. FID is also an integral part of future
USAF special operations endeavors. The USAF plays a significant role in FID by
providing analysis and training in operations, maintenance, and logistical sup-
port to host-nation forces. This paper focuses on emerging operational require-
ments and whether or nct these requirements necessitate the development and
institutionalization of a structure within the Air Force Special Operations Com-
mand to develop, execute, and monitor Air Force efforts in foreign internal
defense. Because the nature of confrontations most often associated with
internal defense fall under the rubric of "low-intensity conflict," the question of
maintaining an organic capability to train in counterinsurgency and guerrilla
warfare is also addressed.
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Chapter I

Statement of the Problem

US NATIONAL secirlty strategy is cur- Military involvement in LDCs also has
rently undergoing the most significant Important implications for doctrine and
revaluation since the post-World War II strategy. These implications have been
era. The events of the 1980s--glasnost discussed in detail during the ongoing
and perestroika in the Soviet Union. the low-Intensity conflict (WC) debate. A
dissolution of the Warsaw Pact, and the common theme is the need to support
economic gains of Western Europe, host-nation forces in maintaining inter-
Japan. and the newly Industrialized nal stability to promote an environment
countries of Asia-have prompted a conducive to democracy and economic
reexamination of the assumptions that development. Throughout much of the
have provided the foundation of American world, and especially in LDCs. instability
defense policy. The evolution of a multi- is caused by internal threats more often
polar international system. combined than by external pressures. These
with increased economic interdepen- threats usually appear as manifestations
dence. will sigrificantly increase the in- of conflict falling under the UIC rubric.
portance of regional security strategies. Special operations forces (SOF) have
The current reformulation of strategic ob- played a leading role in assisting host-na-
jectives and policies, combined with tion forces in combating threats to inter-
domestic fiscal constraints, will have Im- nal stability. Specifically. SOF have
portant consequences for the future of US supported stability efforts by providing
force structure.* training, advice, and. support for nation-

The drawdown of conventional forces 'ding efforts such as humanitarian
and forward deployed units will mean ' .istance and disaster relief. These ef-
that US defense interests abroad will be- i,,cts are generally referred to as foreign
come more closely tied to the capabilities internal defense (FID) operations.
of the armed forces of other countries. The US Air Force plays a significant
This trend is reinforced by a general role by providing training in operations,
reluctance on the part of the American maintenance, and logistical support to
public to support a 'global policemian" host-nation air forces. This paper
role. These political constraints imply focuses on the questions, Do the current
that US forces will increasingly need to and emerging operational requirements
develop regional orientation and the necessitate the development and in-
capability to operate with minimal sup-
port and visibility. This is particularly stitutionalization of a structure within
true of military involvement with lesser- the Air Force Special Operations Comn-
developed counf_!_-.-f f'.DC). mand (AFSOC) to develop, execute, and

monitor Air Force efforts in foreign inter-

"Special thanks to Andrew J. Harris for his nal defense? If so. should Air Force SOC
sights into current international geopolitics and the maintain an organic capability in order to
Concomitant effect on US strategic policy. train effectively?
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United States those goals. are clear. One question
remains: How do we get from national
strategy to Implementation of a sound,

DIRECTION and guidance for im- coordinated, and productive foreign in-
plementing programs providing FID sup- ternal defense program that supports US
port Is evident In several key national strategic interests? To adequately ad-
security guidance documents, albeit in a dress this question. we must consider the
general manner. The National SecurIity characteristics of the environment in
Strategy of the United States outlines the which FID operations are conducted.
interests and objectives around which US
foreign policy is formed. US support for
promoting stability in LDCs is clearly ar-
ticulated in the following passage from Sources of Instability
National Security Strategy of the United
States'

promote the growth of free. democratic political CONDITIONS conducive to instability
institutions, as the surest guarantee of both are common in almost all LDCs. These
human rights and economic and socia progress; conditions include explosive population
and aid in combatting threats to democratic growth, Inefficient economic systems de-
instItutions from aggression. coercion, insurgen-
cies. subversion, terrorism, and illicit drug traf- pendent on the export of agricultural
ficking.= Iproducts and raw materials. insufficient

or nonexistent educational opportunities
In hls 1989 Annual Report to Congress, and medical care, repression of ethnic
the secretary of defense indicated the im- and religious minorities, and inefficient
portance of supporting host-nation forces civil and judicial adinidstrations. Given
as opposed to a unilateral US role. these conditions, a single policy or event

Our role is not to shoulder the burden ourselves, can often provide the spark necessary to
but to assist others in defending themselves.... initiate widespread instability. Skillful
We must train host nation forces in the technical
skills needed to accomplish their mission.2  exploitation of existing conditions, com-

bined with rising expectations of just
The advice and assistance approach to deserts, often provide the impetus behind

fostering and maintaining stability in revolutionary, religious, and separatist
LDCs meets several policy concerns by movements. Once a movement has
reducing US direct involvement and gained momentum, t is almost impos-
stressing the requirement for host-nation sible to derail without significant political
governments to maintain internal and economic concessions and reforms.

stability as a primary responsibility. His- Instability in LDCs manifests itself in a

torically. SOF have been at the forward variety of forms. These include four basic

edge of US advice and assistance efforts. categories of instability- -insurgency,

According to the 1986 DODAuthorization lawlessness, terrorism, and narcotics

Act: trafficking. While these categories are

SOF are the military mainstay of the U.S. for the interrelated the methods used in preven-
purpooe of nation building and training friendly tion and response to a particular source
foreign forces, in order to preclude deployment of instability may vary.
or combat Involving conventional or strategic DOD defines ir..surgency as 'an or-
force.: of the U.S. ganized movement aimed at the over-

The national goals of supporting host- throw of a constituted government
nation internal stability efforts, as well as through use of subversion and armed
the primary role of SOF in implementing conflict. "4 Insurgencies are normally

2
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protracted conflicts involving much more Narcotics trafficking as a threat to US
than basic military confrontation. Mill- national security and the internal
tary efforts to defent the armed forces of stability of foreign nations is a relatively
insurgency groups--counterinsurgency new phenomenon in official DOD policy.
(COIN)-are rarely effective unless ac- The end result of narcotics trafficking,
companled by an extreme y coercive and consumer use, and the associated draw-
totalitarian political structure. Even in backs is a domestic concern for the
these exceptional circumstances, purely United States. In narcotics-producing
military solutions will not provide a long- countries, the problem is extremely coin-
term solution to L mature insurgency. plex, In addition to consumer
Governments must therefore incorporate availability, narcotics have become cash
military efforts against insurgencies into crops in many countries, replacing tradi-
greater social, economic, and political tJonal commodities as primary exports.
campaigns. Windfall profits from narcotics sales have

Lawlessness is a manifestation of civil created international drug cartels which

disorder and may include examples from have undermined the social and political
social, economic, or political confronkLa- institutions of some nations. In many
lions. Whether real or perceived, countries, the military institutions that
deprivation may inspire coilective action historically have been among the least
leading to food riots, tax revolts, or cross- corrupt (e.g.. Colombia) have been
cultural confrontations. As in the case ot thoroughly penetrated by trafficking or-
insurgency, military actions must be ganizations. This increased level of cor-
taken concurrently with political and ruption poses a host of problems for US
economic actions that will ensure or military personnel assisting in interdic-
retain the legitimacy of the government's tlion and training efforts. Another
armed forces. ominous event Is the now established link

DOD defines terrorism as "the unlawful or partnership that exists between drug

use or threatened use of force or violence cartels and various terrorist and insur-

against individuals or property to coerce gent groups. 6

or intimidate governments or societies. Given this broad range of threats to
often to achieve political, religious, or internal stability, countries must design
ideological objectives."5 Terrorism FID strategies to address a range of social.
presents a significant problem in that economic, and political factors. lhe fol-
while it is an internal defense problem, lowing discussion highlights the need for
the acts may be committed or controlled integrated programs designed to support
by state-sponsored or nonstate- the host-nation's goals - id capabiliUes
sponsored terrorists from other as well as US regional and country-
countries. Terrorism can be used to ex- specific objectives.
tort political favors, to sway public
opinion, or to give the appearance of In-
stability and lack of civil control within
the host government. Efforts against ter- Foreign Internal Defense:
rorism usually take two general forms: Definition and Scope
measures designed to deter or prevent
terrorist actions (combating terrorism), or
measures taken directly against ter- Foreign Internal defense--{DoDl Participation

by civilian and military agencies of a govenl-ment
rorists (counterterrorism). US military in atny of the action programs taken by anothcr

personnel can provide support to host- governmcnt to frec nnd protect Its soctet from

nation forces in both areas. subverstooi. lawlessness, and insurgency.

3
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Tu definition illustrates the diverse strengthening host-nation and in-

nature of threats which can undermine digenous capabilities through the supply

internal stability in developing countries, and transfer of sophisticated military

Effective FID programs must respond to technology can be a two-edged sword.

a broad range of factors, and conse- While these examples more closely relate

quenfly they require the employment of a to foreign "extenial' defense efforts, the

diverse set of economic, political, infor- lesson should not be lost: only through

mational, and mititary tools. the prudent application of foreign policy

The application of military capability in tools can we expect positive strategic

particular should be part of a comprehen- gains. This Is why it is imperative to

sive program aimed at addressing the assess the lype of assistance required to

inherently political nature of instability in defeat the specific threat. As iM1aj Gen

LDCs. As noted by Dr Lawrence Grinter: Harr3 C. ('Helnle') Aderholt. USAF.

Low-intensity conflictW are growing in frequency Retired. notes, "A misplaced 250 pounder
and in importance. Each one Is at heart a politi- may create more revolutionaries than it
cal struggle. To stop them or control them re- kills insurgents." 9 This observation is
quires carefully adapted responses and
extraordinary cooperation between the involved particularly useful in describing how con-
elements of the US government and the host ventlonal applications of air power
government which has the ultimate respon- against a third-world internal threat may
sibilty. The military will be only one instru- actually exacerbate the problem in a
ment-someutimes predominant, sometimes
not-in respoinding to low-intensity conflicts.a protracted politico-military confronta-

This cooperation between th US and tion. In contrast to mid- and high-inten-

host-nation governments Is very impor- shy conflict, selection of appropriate

tant but must be nurtured along with military technology does not necessarily
mean selection of the most sophisticatedstrategic vision and long-range goals. US miitr systems available.

diplomatic aad political efforts often Becausec s canla pl y a

focus on instituting reforms that under- BcuecutiscnapyFDa
fcsne Ithepoputarsing rformisuthatgnde- both prevention and cure for internal in-
mine the popular basis for insurgents. stability. they should consider the
US forces can play an important role in spectrum of warfare, from peace through

this effort by strengthening profes- conflict to postconflict, in defining liD
slonalism In host-nation forces (e.g., by requirements. The broad nature of the
limiting civilian casualties and eliminat- operational environment in which FID
ing human rights abuses), thereby in- operations are conducted necessitates or-
creasing civilian support for the ganizational flexibility to conduct a wide

host-nation regime. In short. US forces range of missions. These include Joint

must play a much broader role in FID efforts with other branches of the US

efforts than simply supplying military armed forces, combined operations with

technology and technical expertise to host-nation forces, operations with other
host-naton forces engaged in stability government agencies, conventional
hfortst o fand/or special operations applications.
efforts, and nonconflict related activities such as

Excessive reliance on military equip- humanitarian assistance and disaster

ment as a solution to internal stability relief. Certain aspects of FID may require

problems can have other long-term dis- area-oriented capabilities (language. cul-

advantages. As evidenced in the cases of ture). while others may require functional

Iran (prc-1979) and Iraq (pre-1990). capabilities with global applications

4
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(aircraft maintenance. administrative tance can also be applied in situations where the

support). Because of the mulUfaceted ht govemwnt is acuvely thrcatcncf by an

nature of these operational requirements, armed oponent."

the US needs the capability to bridge the For air power to be applied effectively
tradiUonal functional boundaries as- in support of host-nation stability efforts,
soclated with military efforts. the US must integrate the precepts out-

The following discussion focuses on lined above into the overall US support
Ilhe role of air power in supporting FID strategy. These efforts include support-
objectives. The current Air Force defini- ing host-nation civic-action efforts before
tLion of FID indicates the broad role air open confi:t can manifest itself in the
assets can play in implementing l1D form of terroristr and insurgency: using
programs. technologies appropriate to the opera-

Air Force FMI opetio" can be employed to tional conditions and capabilities of the
impreve hoo air for' eontrtbuuor.s to peaceUt e host nation: and, where conflict does
stability and developmenr or can be conducted occur, applying air power judiciously for
during the incipient phase of an Internal con- support. mobility. and firepower.
frontation to assist In pr..veting an outbral¶,s of
"olence within the host naton, USAF assal-

Notes
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Chapter 2

Role of Air Power

A HOST nation's national campaign plan administrative-support infrastructure
to counter internal turmoil is usually and assist in nation-building or civic-
found within Its overall strategy for inter- action/humanitarian aid efforts. Thllc
nal defense and development (IDAD). In ability to extend the protection of tie
theory. a national IDAD strategy government rapidly and effectively is an

effective weapon in the state arsenal.
incorporates four basic functions to prevent or A pedominat var e anwn h
counter internal threat---balanced development A predominant variable in winning the
of social, economic, and political institutions: hearts and minds of the population is
mobilization of manpower %nd material rrsour- providing physical security, citen
ces: security of the population and national through civil defense programs. Lack of
resources: and neutralization of hostile lc- effective civil defense can detract from the
menta.' legitimacy of the state. The Salvadoran

The necessity to maintain the fragile Organizacion DemocratIca Nacionallsta.
balance in an IDAD strategy cannot be the state version of civil defense 6, El
overemphasized. Military defeat of an in- Salvador in the early 1960s. provided
surgent-type organization does not little protection to the populace and was
equate to total victory without adequately seen more as a source of extortion,
addressing the other facets underlying repression, and intimidation than any-
the hostility-population control: social, thing else.3 On the other hand, an effec-
economic, and political reform- improve- tive civil defense force can effectively
ment of government services; civic action; supplement the regular forces while
civil defense: or psychological opera- providing the people with a reason to
tions.2 The flexibility required in this type support the government. The most con-
of strategy is a strong point for the ap- structive application of air power in civil
plication of air power. In a counterinsur- defense scenarios is not in providing a
gent role, air power can provide leverage substitute for small-unit traneuver ac-
through speed and mobility. In develop- tions or other counterinsurgent fire-sup-
mental roles, air power can serve in ad- port missions, but in "emphasizing
ministrative-support missions for surveillance and logistical mobility over
humanitarian assistance or civic actions. firepower."4

Mobilization of resources is also impor- Neutralization of the threat in this type
tant to the IDAD strategy. Insurgent in- of warfare requires tactics that counter
terdiction of lines of communication can the guerrilla's advantage of mobility,
hamper a nation's ability to carry on daily surprise, and deception, For the ground
activities. Communication nets, supply forces commander this Is accomplished
lines, and basic service functions within by using small-unit patrols, ambushes.
the civilian sector must be reestablished night operations, and flexibility. The
and maintained to provide a positive most productive and complementary ap-
civilian-military-government relation- plicatlon of air power is to keep the
ship. The Air Force role is to sustain the ground commanders informed on enemy

7
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positions, while employing, sustaining, forming, especially when it Is combined with
and resupplying their t , other mission options inherent In light armed

Prioritization of air operations in sup- illance aircraft.

port of IDAD strategy Is important to the Mobility Is a strong suit for the Insur-
overall success of the program, In El gent. and the practice of "leopard skin"
Salvador. the virtual autonomy of the air tactics--multiple dispersed contacts of
force--Fuerza Aerea Salvadorena (FAS)-- encirclement-rather than an estab-
from the other services has exacerbated lished forward line of troops makes visual
the tactical coordination problems. Be- contact essential.
cause of failures to prioritize missions n While R&S provides the visual contact
support of a long-range IDAD strategy, necessary to engage an insurgent-type
the effectiveness of the FAS has not In- force, airlift provides the capability to ac-
creased appreciab;y despite a substantial .- ally conduct and sustain operations.
growth in the force structure.' Airlift was first successfully employed In

Use of air power against Insurgent-type unconventional conflicts during World
forces can be traced as far back as 1916 Wai -. Inspired by Gen Henry H. ("Hap-)
when the 1st Aero Squadron unde-r Gen Arnold. Col Philip C. Cochrane and his
John Joseph Pershing flew attacks 1st Air Commando Group flew infiltra-
against guerrillas led by Pancho Villa.6 tion, exflltration, and resupply missions
Over the years, JýKfl US experiences in in support of British Gen Orde C.
the Second World War to the Vietnam Wingate's guerrilla operations deep be-
conflict, certain missions have become hind Japanese lines.5
identified w.th successful cotnterinsur- Airlift capability can provide much
gency and internal development opera- more than sustainment of military ef-
tions: reconnaissaazce and surveillance forts, particularly in countries with
(R&S). airlift, close air support (CAS), in- rudimentary infrastructure. In these
terdiction, and psychological operations. cases, airlift may provide the only means
These missions, however basic or simple of contact between the state and outlying
in nature, are the foundation of air power regions. In countries like El Salvador.
application In foreign internal defense where state social structures are not yet
and development, firmly established, the military is often

Reconnaissance and surveillance is the only institution capable of providing
important in that it provides an intel- and administering civic programs. Airlift
ligence and Information collection assists these programs by providing a
capability for the effective employment of mechanism to deliver supplies during
forces. In the tactical , avironment R&S drought. famine, and disaster relief.
can relay information as to location, Typical of these operations is Bold Ven-
strength, and composition of enemy ture 1962 during which Detachment 3,
forces. Collection methods can include 1st Special Operations Wing. Panama,
visual, photographic, electronic, and in- was involved in many civic-action and
frared. The first of these, visual recon- humanitarian assistance missions
naissance, is especially importat when throughout Latin America. The missions
dealing in the LIC environment. Included delivering educational supplies

The mission of continuous, armed, Iow-alUtude to rural areas. medical evacuations, sup-
visual reconnaissance and surveillance of the port of Army civil engineers studying ir-
guerrilla operating area is probably the moat rigation and farming techniques, and
important application of air power in limited-In- delit'eries of clothing and foodstuffs.'
tensity warfare, and it Is the one for which the
US Air Force is least prepared, It Is a mission Close air support and interdiction are
that high-speed fighters are Incapable of per- undeniably important in security and

8
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neutralization. Because of the nature of populace. Against hostile forces,
third-world conflicts, discretion in the psychological operations aim to disrupt
use of air-to-ground armament is unity and motivation by increasing
paramount. The primary purpose of CAS defeatism and distrust. Against friendly
Is to support ground forces in ac- or neutral groups, psychological opera-
complishing their mission, not to replace tions goals are legitimacy and support for
them, Overuse and indiscriminate ap- state policies and programs. Air power
plication of force can have devastating employment can range from direct ap-
results, as in General Aderholt's example plication such as radio and television
of the misplaced 250-pound bomb. One broadcasting, leaflet and loudspeaker
prudent application of CAS would be in missions, shows of force, and harassment
support of law officials in counternar- to indirect applications such as medical
cotics operations. Forces would employ evacuation, disaster relief, or airlift of
tactics and munitions to enhance sup- civic action teams. As with the other
pression, shock, and Intimidation. missions supporting internal defense and
Recourse to lethal force would only be development goals, psychologicid opera-
used to support troops In contact. Inter- tions must be part of a carefully or-
diction also plays an important role by chestrated plan.
denying the enemy sanctuaries and limit- Payops must be an integral part of.a coordinated
ing external logistical support. Defeating plan to defeat the insurgent and to bring about
the insurgents' abilities to organize and recognition. acceptance and suppolt of the

resupply is one method to beat them at government's policies and progranms.t

their own games. However, as with close The success of many Communist in-
air support. interdiction in the LIC en- surgencies places primacy on mass
vironment leaves no room for Indis- mobilization. By uniting various factions
criminate actions. Collateral damage at suffering from different forms of relative
the low end of the conflict spectrum car- deprivation under some system of ideol-
ries a lot more political and psychological ogy, they are able to gain support for their
baggage than mistakes at the upper cause. Properly employed, psychological
levels, operations play a key role for the govern-

Significant political and psychological ment by tying together all aspects of the
advantages are possible through the conflict-political, military, economic,
proper employment and coordination of and information-in offering a cohesive
air power psychological operations and comprehensive program to rally
(PSYOPS) assets. Psychological opera- around.
tions focus on both the insurgent and the
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Chapter 3

Current United States Capabilities and
Foreign Internal Defense

OF ALL options available to support FID as a U.S. Policy Instrument in the Third
efforts, security assistance is by far the World. presented some sobering insights
most important. The major programs on the Security Assistance Program and
that collectively fall under security assis- some rather strong conclusions. The fol-
tance have evolved over the years through lowing statement summarizes a recurring
US cooperation with sovereign nations concern for US policy about strategic In-
sharing similar values. Authorized by the terests in the third world.
US Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 and
the Arms Export Control Act of 1975, The United States is likely to suffer grievous
these programs are fundamental in setbacks unless future President* are provided

with iriproved means for protecting U.S. inter-providing defense articles and services in eats in the Third World. Current security ansts-

support of national security objectives.' tance programs. variously legislated as
Foreign military sales (FMS) and intema- Economic Support, Military Assistance, Foreign
tlonal military education and training Military Sales Credits, or International Military
(IMEoa) are the two key programs. iMET Educauon and Training. are seriously under-

funded for pursuing an integrated, long-term

is conducted solely on a grant basis, while strategy and too nMtromanaged by Congress to

FMS uses cash, credit, or grants, The enable any Administration to deal with crises.2

current FMS credits program and the Between 1985 and 1988 security assis-
military assistance program (MAP) are tance (SA) authorizations were substan-
being merged into FMS financing. tial. ranging from $7.2 billion in 1984 to
Peacekeeping operation programs are $4.8 billion in 1988. However, these
designed to underwrite US forces engaged statistics cn be m owea er. In ese
in peacekeeping activities and do not play yeat c9 n be mislea ding. Ii
a significant role in FID. The other non- year 1988, 96 percent of FMS credlts. 50
FMS/IMET program Is economic support percent of MAP, and 90 percent of ESF
funds (ESF), which does play a potentially were earmarked or "fenced" by Congress.signficnt oletn ID.ESFIs conmic This trend was further exacerbated by
significant role in FID. ESF Is economic G ramin-Rudman- Hollings sequestra-
support to militarily threatened develop- Gr a dded-tollhngs5serentra-ing countries and is used to supplement tions that added to the 25 percent decline

In funds from 1984 to 1987.3 Gen Fred
other programs in trying to maintain Woerner, comander in chief Southern
economic and political stability and can- Command, argued for more allocations of
not be used for military or paramilitary funds based on regional problems with
purposes. insurgency, narcotics trafficking, and

In 1988 Gen Paul Gorman. USA, politico-economic instability. For ex-
Retired, chaired a working group sup- ample, In 1987 Latin America received
porting the Commission on Integrated only 4 percent of security assistance. Of
Long-Term Strategy. Their report, Corn- that amount. 84 percent went to El Sal-
mitment to Freedom.: Security Assistance vador and Honduras. leaving the rest of
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the countries with 0.6 percent of the total ministered under security assistance, is
SA budget.' a productive tool for training foreign

A primary problem with security assis- military personnel. IMET provides
tance is related to the players and ad- professional military education in addl-
ministration of programs. The Uon to training skills for operations and
congressional foreign relations commit- maintenance, base management, and
tees, as opposed to the armed services development of efficient arid professional
committees, have legislative jurisdiction defense establishments. Especially Im-
over authorizations. This creates friction portant for the military establishments of
when trying to develop a cohesive nation- developing nations is the interaction
al security agenda because the tools of among US and foreign military personnel
policy are not wielded in a coordinated and the exposure to American democratic
fashion. Within the executive branch, institutions and values.
the Foreign Assistance Act charges the Joint-combined exercises provide a
secretary of state with administering the cross flow of information, strategy. and
Security Assistance Program. Agencies tactics. The effectiveness of coordinated
within the Department of State (DOS) efforts can be tested and evaluated with
work with the Defense Security Assis- emphasis on particular capabilities of the
tance Agency (DSAA). which is respon- host country. These operations can be
sible for planning. administering, and manifested in several ways, including
accounting for the DOD security assis- m atin everal waysfincli
tance program. As rioted by General multinational exercises, show of force,
Gorman's working group. this arrange- and intelligence sharing. Intelligence

ment creates a host of bureaucratic cooperation has an added advantage in

problems: that it supports the host-nation IDAD

Security assistance funds are 'appropriated to strategic planning objectives by identify-
the President.' and treated legislatively quite ing potential areas of conflict.
separately from appropriations for national Intelligence sharing is also a form of
defense. Foreign ald ls adminlatered by the State direct support not involving combat
Department. Yet. DoD (particularly the mi'Utary
services) actually provides almost all the equip- which is Important when a country has
mentorservicesdellveredassecurityasslstance. not yet achieved self-sufficiency. As in
Thiaarrangement hasbroad consequencts-The the case of El Salvador in 1979. the US
DoD must be compensated from the State
Department's security assistance accounts for may be tasked to provide support that
any equipment or services It provides. A major does not expose US personnel to combat.
issue, then, in how much DoD should charge for In addition to intiUlgence support, direct
equipment and service's support not involving combat may in-

In spite of these problems, security clude nation-building programs,
assistance remains the primary tool in humanitarian assistance, logistic and
FID. The commission did have several supply system support, and advice in air
recommendations for overhauling the operations and tactical employment of
program, which will be addressed later. forces.

An excellent tool for enhancing internal Special operations personnel are
defense capabilities Is military exchange directly involved in many of the activities
programs. Official visits to promote un- outlined above. US Army Special Forces
derstanding and improve relations can have been employed extensively for over
include conferences, seminars, and three decades in mobile training teams
orientation tours. International military (MTT) and deployment for training ac-
education and training funding, ad- tJvities that have enhanced US relations
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with over 100 countries worldwide. US any comprehensive US capabilities to
Navy SEALs and special boat units are support the air power aspects of FID.
currently enhancing their capabilities to This is in large part due to the lack of a
conduct advice and assistance opera- centralized focal point fcr FID expertise.
tions, particularly In the areas of Air Force SOF FID activities have largely
mariUme special operations and rivertne been confined to support for civic-action
activities. Air Force SOF employment in activities such as humanitarian assis-
advice and assistan,-e activities has been tance and disaster relief-one-time.
more sporadic. There is currently no crisis-driven events. Limited training has
coordinated approach to providing MTIs been provided in fire-support operations:
or other direct training to host-nation personnel used to provide this training
forces that emphasizes adequate employ- were drawn from reserve forces due to the
ment of air power assets. lack of current operational expertise in

The focus of this article, and that of the active duty Air Force.0

several ongoing studies, is on the lack of

Notes
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Chapter 4

Recommendations

POLICY guidance on FID is clear. From outlined earlier-support for IDAD

the National Security Strategy to state- programs and nation-building activities,

ments by the secretary of defense, train- including those efforts directed at com-

ing host-nation forces to defend bating insurgency, lawlessness, ter-

themselves is paramount. The scope and rorism, and narcotics trafficking.

objectives of FID are clear. Applications Capabilities should begin with a struc-
ture to institutionalize and Support the

of air power have been articulated, and program and should include professional

well documented. Congress answered education, doctrine, research and ap-

the question of who should administer plications, and training.

the program by assigning FID as one of Several organizational structures have

United States Special Operations recently been presented Including the es-

Command's (USSOCOM) five special tablishment of a unit along the lines of
operations missions in US Code, Title 10, the Special Air Warfare Center (SAWC) of

sec. 167. the early 1960s. In "A US Air Force Role
in Counterinsurgency Support," MaJ
Richard Newton suggests creating a fifth
special operations wing within Air Force

Proposed Role for Air Force SOC along the lines of the SAWC. 2 His

Special Operations Command proposal includes three squadrons. a
technical training squadron (1TS). a
flying training squadron (FTS). and a

RECOGNIZING that the scope of FID combat development squadron (CDS).

reaches beyond the normal capabilities of The TrS would act much like current

special operations. USSOCOM clarified replacement training units but would

this point in their statement of need for focus on COIN applications. The FTS

an Air Force SOC foreign internal defense would provide instructors specializing in

program, rotary-wing, light-airlift/surveillance, or
attack weapon sy3stems. The CDS would

We realize FID is larger than just SOF, and that locus on integrating weapon systems and

all USAF organizations have roies to play, both

in FI) and thc broader issue of qcu rity assis- mission requirements. While not weapon

tance. o3ut, arguably, the focal point for or system specific, the squadron would be
gan•zatlon. doctrine development, training, and divided Into attack/fire-support, airlift.
operational proficiency for the USAF FI) eflorn wd reconnaissance flights.
should be the organization for which FI[) Is a A current Air Force SOC proposal
pitncipal mission. USSOCOM and AFSOC. focuses on a FID-dedicated flying unit

Having clarified the role of Air Force manned by area-oriented, language-
SOC In FID, responsibilities and trained personnel. The unit would be
capabilities fall into place. Respon- divided along the mission lines identified
sibilities should cover those objectives earlier to support IDAD initiatives-R&S.
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airlift, CAS/Interdiction, and PSYOPS. training. While not manpower ilitensive.
Along with the flying unit, the Air Force the strategic concepts branch would be
SOC proposal includes establishing an the lifeblood of the organization. Respon-
FID office within the headquarters to sible for maintaining the currency and
train the staff and future cadre. applicability of FID doctrine, this branch

My recommendation deviates from would monitor developments in national
these 'flying wing" approaches by focus- security strategy, congressional legisla-
ing on the organizational and training tion, and actions by other governmental
aspects rather than on force structure. ai es, and ens new govesnget
The lack of institutional support has agencies, and ensure new initiatves get
forced Air Force FID capability into a state translated into appropria•te FID docu-

of innocuous desuetude. In an organiza- ments and programs. The strategic con-

tlion relying more and more on sophisti- cepts branch would also analyze
cated, high-tech weapon systems and completed and ongoing programs and
support structures, missions like FID get malntin an enduring historical jourial
lost in the -noise" level. Although a mul- of the relative successes and failures of
titude of policy directives exist which FID programs. Strategists would work
direct the Air Force to support and main- closely with DSAA, DOS, and congres-
tain FID capabilities, the programs have sional staffs in order to articulate com-
yet to be implemented. Much of this is
due to a general misunderstanding of enduan thater campaig os andbothpecaloeraionsndlw-Itenlty ensure that military objectives areboth special operations and low-intensity p o el ne rtd i c od n e wt
conflict on the part of the mainstream Air properly integrated in accordance with
Force. The Air Force white paper, The Air country team guidance and public policy.

Force and U.S. National Security: Global The formal education branch would

Reach-Global Power, designed to "pro- monitor language and area orientation
vide an overview of evolving Air Force training for Air Force SOC personnel,

thinking and planning.' highlights some work closely with the Special Operations
misperceptions. 3 The paper discusses School on course material relevant to in-
"capitalizing on the potential capability of ternal defense matters, and monitor such
the A/OA-10 to support SO/UC opera- aspects of security assistance as the
tions"' despite continued strong support IMET program. A basic program for FID
against such a move by the special opera- cadre would Include instruction on the
tions community. The magnitude of fundamentals ofunconventionalwarfare,
firepower, intense support requirements, revolutionary theory, counterinsurgency,

and a long logistics tall limit the A-10 counternarcoUcs, and internal defense
primarily to a conventional applications and development. In addition to the fun-
role. In fact the two paragraphs dedi- damentals of FID. cadre would receive
cated to special operations primarily further instruction in language proficien-
focus on conventional forces and their cy as well as an in-depth area orientation
support of special operations. To ensure focusing on religious, cultural, social,
proper Implementation, It Is Imperative to and economic concerns.
establish the organization and instlitu- The training branch would be the
tional structures that will ensure a strong largest branch and would cover two major
and enduring Air Force commitment to areas: flight training and opera-
foreign internal defense, tions/support. Due to the nature of the

The proposed FID organization would mission and type aircraft employed, this
be responsible for three main areas: branch could benefit greatly from US
strategic concepts, formal education, and Army experience and training. The joint
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nature of special operations and the supply, administration, communica-
operational command lines within US- tLions, and intelligence. The nucleus of
SOCOM would make acquiring Army these teams would perform the initial
training a minor organizational obstacle assessment of host-natLion capabilities

to overcome, and provide a recommended course of

Flight training would he concerned action to the country team. Following

with flight instruction for both host-na- approval of an air power IDAD strategy,

tion and US aviators. The structure of the DTUs would be deployed in-country to

flight training portion is purposely left begin training with host-nation forces.

vague. Actual size, composition, and as- These teams would perform many o'

soclated force structure would depend on the functions described in Major

DOD, US Air Force, and USSOCOM corn- Newton's combat development squadron.
mitnient. This unit could vary substan- One of their primary, missions would he

tially in design from instructors only. with Ito instruct host-nation air Iorces in ap-

no organic force structure, to a fully plying a combination of operations and
operational Air Force SOC flying unit with tactics necessary to defeat a parUcular
associated aircraft necessary to support threat. While concerned with employ-
the four IDAD missions, mert, the operational section would also

tfor f t integrate concepts such as conmmand,Manpower support orfyntaing control, and communications. The other
cou~ld come firom three primary sources: cnrl n omnctos h te
couildan cometrom. treserve. arndarctsourcprimary mission covers the vitally impor-
civilian contract. reserve, and active duty tant support functions. Proficiency In
forces, or any comblmat'on of the three, support skills will determine the overall
Similarly, the force structure to support effectiveness of FID efforts. This branch
flying training could be leased, borrowed, would be responsible for analyzing and
or purchased through a revamped FMS developing host-nation capabilities In
system, or could come from an "organic" aircraft maintenance, logistical support,
USSOCOM unconventional warfare unit. communications, intelligence, and basic
Theoretically. the flying training unit administration functions. Emphasis in
would focus on the mission areas of this area would stress the importance of

psychological operations, airlift, recon- total integration of the support network

naissance and surveillance, and close air with operations.

support/attack. The types of aircraft The Importance of this concept is that
it focuses on the Institutionalization ofemployed could be limited to fixed-wing the FID process. By not concentrating on

lift, fixed-wing attack, and rotary-wing, the force structuxe aspects of flying train-
Aircraft selected for use should optimally ing. FID programs can emphasize the
meet the broadest requirements of the crucial factors of concept integration. for-
third world. This does not necessarily mal education, and host-nation assess-
equate to what Is currently available or ment. This provides a solid foundation
attractive through the FMS system, on which to begin foreign internal defense

The operations and support section of training while leaving the option to build
the training branch would perform the a future force structure open to the sober-
tn-country functions of the FID pro.;ram. Ing realities of fiscal politics. In fact. a
This section would be divided into, leploy- well-managed program In the initial
ment training units (DTU). and much like stages could foster support for future ex-
mobile training teams, would be deployed pansion of the program. The guidance to
as cohesive units to provide advice and establish a foreign internal defense pro-
training In operations. tactics, logistics, gram is clear. Air Force SOC and US-
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SOCOM are currently studying several and insurgents~ Is tnot the high-tech. expensive.
pooasto develop an effective FID difficult -to- maintahi. and very lethal equipment

cprooablt.Rgrlssf htcnetI that the U.S. military has bought to prepare
capailiy. egadles ofwha cocep isagainst a Soviet attack on Europe or the United

approved. imiplementation of the program Stales. Nor is conventional U.S. itruining and
in the form of a new military organization dclxtrine relevant for their circurmstance. 'ilie

will face some very high policy hurdles. United Stnteti is not well prepared to provide the
countires facing tosurgenvcls with the kind of
help they require. . . .Ilic Uniited Statem haq
founid it very difl)(h tl to provide equipment that
Is not in the U.S. invenitorv to nour allics and

Policy Implications frienids through qecurity asststaiC(:. We nfi

rcexamine the reqtrictiois, arid grek their

EIvSTABLISHING and institutionalizingreoa.

anorg~anization within Air Force Soc to Th1is quiote is not presented to (It,--
ovese FI isapoe eiii ul- courage pursuilt of all eliective FID

igovese thiDs fonatprope bw innBildo oees- capability. Any propress at all wkill assist

ly. Fon this froundatioon , wi ao comne easn in achieving the goals of long-range na-

miy.o orfthen roqunde lttoop amcane thn tional security strategy. Emphasis

merissiong oftn rhequsre lottlew moric tand should be placed onl institutionalizing

proetrainin in theue ofpnewcactics o and FID w~thin Air Force SOC. Once FID is

procedre.acag In the applicatin ofuaaer established. then other obstacles to im-

oentrela chngew wepn msysion s cand euthet plementatlfon can be addressed. More

entirelnyinew weapont syfrstemsandtures importantly. the utility of an organic FID

aclowpaningen supp ornflitastucturesnin capability, and US security assistance

iena lowinenseity conrtictar an e foreig in efforts in general, will be enhanced by

double diefens in We are wein faked ao addressing the current legislative and

drouble dsiem a.nWe are beaingiake to bureaucratic Impediment discussed ear-

provideraassisteranc ansodetrainingto weer. A well-balanced, coordinated effort

counteact Ino tergnical abdisordersyetew will provide the most effective mechanism

maintawinh no orgainicr caaility Thourisele for realizing the goals and objectives of an

with whIchtoetraind Lorfght.Ther Commis- evolving national security strategy that

sinone th cnteraedicLong-TermwStrateg emphasized regional engagement. Air
note th cotraictonsbeteenour Force support of' Ihis effort can best be

policy goals and capabilities: achieved by creating the stniclure thai
Much of thc materiel that the United States will promote an effecti1ve and productive
should provide to countries facing low iittistet> ' nera t

coiflict is not in the invenitories of the U.S. armed foriegn inena efense program.
serices. What is needed to combat terrorists
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